CM1 UPGRADE TO VERSION 4.5.4

What's New?

IE 10/11 Browser Compatibility
Compatibility View issues on IE browser is resolved. The system no longer display a message that IE10/11 are unsupported browsers.

Performance Enhancements
Version 4.0 was intensely focused on improving system performance. There were a great number of changes to the core architecture to improve system performance and to increase the number of concurrent users without system degradation. We have seen a tenfold increase in the number of users that can access the system simultaneously. Usage of CPU and RAM as well as server response time was consistent over sustained load tests.

Content Contributor Homepage
A new homepage for content contributor that provides quick access to relevant tasks.

- Recent updated items, user bookmarks, toolbar, and previews.
- Search has been enhanced for the content contributor by combining the keyword search that appears in the Finder address bar with the structured search that exists in the Pages by Status gadget. The user has the option for a simple keyword search, file name, last modified by, workflow, and status.
- A new “Add Content” Wizard for creating new items.

Workflow Comments
Users now have the ability to enter comments as they are submitting items through the workflow. The objective of workflow comments is to make it easier for subsequent users to understand what was changed or to provide directive to those users. Used in coordination with revision history, it can be a valuable tool to assist in audits related to content changes.

More info:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IToTZOHLy5w

Assets by Status Gadget
The Assets by Status dashboard gadget provides the ability to search for assets using a number of criteria, and then to approve those assets in batches of up to 25 at a time. This will allow content editors the ability to double-check that assets needed for the site have been finalized and approved prior to publish.

Page Optimizer
A critical tool to analyze pages against a series of known issues that can damage your search engine rankings. It will highlight the problems that you need to correct on the page and provide specific instructions on how to correct those issues (e.g. broken links, meta tags, etc.). Page Optimizer is inserted as a button on the menu bar.

More info:
- https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iGVqHAZxcZw

Social Promotion
Social Promotion provides the ability for content contributors to submit social posts to the Social Media Manager who coordinates social postings by the organization.


Fixed Issues
- When attempting to add an existing image to a Rich Text Widget from the library, the fields for title and alt text were not updated properly according to the image's saved details. That has been resolved.
- If a shared asset was being used on a large number of pages (i.e. over 1000), there were performance problems during editing. That has been resolved.
- If a folder had a large number of files (over 1000), Finder pagination arrows were obscured. This has been addressed.
- When browsing for assets within the Rich Text widget, if a folder had a large number of files, the asset library browser would time out. This has been resolved.
- Users may now use an iframe to embed YouTube videos (and other content) in a Rich Text Asset.

Release Notes:

Upgrade from 3.4.4